FRUIT and VEGGIE RHYMES

Directions: Replace the adjective with another adjective that rhymes with the fruit or vegetable. Your answer should have the same meaning.

Example: happy berry      ________ berry

1. large fig              ________ fig
2. sweet pear            ________ pear
3. a nice looking fruit  ________ fruit
4. skinny bean           ________ bean
5. sad plum              ________ plum
6. nasty greens          ________ greens
7. ripped corn           ________ corn
8. small pea             ________ pea
9. tiny zucchini         ________ zucchini
10. a beet that’s not messy  ________ beet
11. a leek that’s not strong  ________ leek
12. kale that has lost its color  ________ kale
13. a date that is not on time  ________ date
14. cabbage that is just okay  ________ cabbage